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Abstract: This paper describes the Chimera II Real-time Operating System, which has been developed for advanced
sensor-based control applications. It has been designed as a local operating system, to be used in conjunction with a
global operating system. It executes on one or more single board computers in a VMEbus-based system. Advanced
sensor-based control systems are both statically and dynamically reconfigurable. As a result, they require many special
features, which are currently not found in commercial real-time operating systems. In this paper, we present several
design issues for such systems, and we also present the features we have developed and implemented as part of
Chimera II. These features include a real-time kernel with dynamic scheduling, global error handling, user signals,
and two levels of device drivers; an enhanced collection of interprocessor communication mechanisms, including glo-
bal shared memory, spin-locks, remote semaphores, priority message passing, global state variable tables, multipro-
cessor servo task control, and host workstation integration; and several support utilities, including a UNIX C and math
libraries, a matrix library, a command interpreter library, and a configuration file library. Chimera II is currently be-
ing used with a variety of systems, including the CMU Direct Drive Arm II, the CMU Reconfigurable Modular Manip-
ulator System, the Troikabot System for Rapid Assembly, and the Self-Mobile Space Manipulator.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Advanced sensor-based control applications, such as robotics, process control, and intelligent manufacturing systems
have several different hierarchical levels of control, which typically fall into three broad categories:servo levels, su-
pervisory levels, andplanning levels. Theservo levels involve reading data from sensors, analyzing the data, and con-
trolling electromechanical devices, such as robots and machines. The timing of these levels is critical, and often
involves periodic processes ranging from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz. Thesupervisory levels are higher level actions, such as
specifying a task, issuing commands liketurn on motor 3 or move to position B, and selecting different modes of con-
trol based on data received from sensors at the servo level. Time at these levels is a factor, but not as critical as for the
servo levels. In theplanning levels time is usually not a critical factor. Examples of processes at this level include gen-
erating accounting or performance logs of the real-time system, simulating a task, and programming new tasks for the
system to take on. In order to develop sensor-based control applications, a multitasking, multiprocessing, and flexible
real-time operating system (RTOS) is needed.

An RTOS can be subdivided into several parts, including the real-time kernel, the multiprocessor support, the file sys-
tem, and the programming environment. Thereal-time kernel provides local task management, scheduling, timing
primitives, memory management, local communication, interrupt handling, error handling, and an interface to hard-
ware devices. Themultiprocessor support includes interprocessor communication and synchronization, remote inter-
rupts, access to special purpose processors, and distributed task management. The file system provides access to
secondary storage, such as disks and tapes, and to local-area-networks. Theprogramming environmentprovides the
tools for building applications; it includes the editor, compiler, loader, debugger, windowing environment, graphic in-
terface, and command interpreter (also called ashell). The level of support provided for each part of the operating sys-
tem (OS) varies greatly among RTOS.
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In this paper, we present the Chimera II Real-Time Operating System, which has been designed especially to support
advanced sensor-based control applications. Chimera II is designed as alocal OS within a global/local OS framework,
as shown in Figure 1. In such a framework, the global OS provides the programming environment and file system,
while the local OS provides the real-time kernel, multiprocessor support, and an interface to the global OS. For many
applications the global OS may be non-real-time, such as UNIX or Mach. However, the use of a real-time global OS
such as Alpha OS [7] and RT-Mach [30] can add real-time predictability to file accesses, networking, and graphical
user interfaces.

Most commercial RTOS, including iRMX II [5], OS-9 [13], and pSOS+ [24], do not use the global/local OS frame-
work, and hence they provide their own custom programming environment and file system. The environments, includ-
ing the editors, compilers, file system, and graphics facilities are generally inferior to their counterparts in UNIX-based
OS. In addition, since much development effort for these RTOS goes into the programming environment, they have
inferior real-time kernels as compared to other RTOS. Some commercial RTOS, such as VRTX [20] and VxWorks
[32], do use the global/local OS framework. However, as compared to Chimera II, they provide very little multipro-
cessor support, and their communications interface to the global OS is limited to networking protocols, thus making
the communication slow and inflexible. The commercial RTOS only provide basic kernel features, such as static pri-
ority scheduling and very limited exception handling capabilities, and multiprocessor support is minimal or non-exis-
tent. Previous research efforts in developing an RTOS for sensor-based control systems include Condor [18], the
Spring Kernel [25], Sage [21], Chimera [23], and Harmony [3]. They have generally only concentrated on selected
features for the real-time kernel, or were designed for a specific target application. Chimera II differs from these sys-
tems in that it not only provides the basic necessities of an RTOS, but also provides the advanced features required  for
implementation of advanced sensor-based control systems, which may be both dynamically and statically reconfig-
urable.

II.  DESIGN ISSUES

Advanced sensor-based control systems should be dynamically reconfigurable, even for the simplest of applications.
Consider the example of a robotic manipulator which is required to move an object whose location is known. This task
can be broken up into three separate phases: pick up object; move to new position; put down object. When the manip-
ulator is picking up the object, it must use force control for contacting the object, and gripper control to properly pick
up the object. To move the object a different controller is required for the free motion phase. Possibly vision processing
is also required to track the object’s target location. To put down the object, force control and gripper control is again
needed. The set of modules executing and the sensors required during each phase is different. Some of the modules
and sensors are shared by the different phases, while others must be dynamically changed. As applications become
more complex, the number of possible configurations also increases.

Advanced sensor-based control systems should be implemented on open-architecture hardware, so that new sensors
and additional processing may be incrementally added to the system to increase the system’s intelligence. In addition,
the hardware and set of software configurations may have to be changed to support a different class of applications.
Thus advanced sensor-based control systems must also bestatically reconfigurable.

Several design issues, discussed in detail below, were considered in developing Chimera II, an RTOS for advanced
sensor-based control systems that are both statically and dynamically reconfigurable.

A.   Programming Environment and File System

The basic functionality found in all RTOS includes the programming environment, the file system, and the real-time
kernel. The programming environment is required to quickly develop, debug, and maintain code. The basic require-
ments for the environment are an editor, a high-level language compiler, a linker, and a loader. The file system is re-
quired to store code and data on secondary storage, and to electronically transfer information to other systems. In order
to provide all of the advantages of the full-featured programming environments and file systems of today’s UNIX
workstations, we adopted the global/local OS framework, and developed Chimera II as a local OS. Chimera II then
requires a global OS to operate as thehost, which makes all of the global OS’s programming environment and file sys-
tem features available to Chimera II. Given such a framework, we have developed a powerful interface between the
host workstation and real-time environment, as described in Section III.B.
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B.   Open Architecture Real-Time Hardware

A typical hardware configuration for advanced sensor-based control applications may consist of multiple general pur-
pose processors, possibly on multiple buses. The system may contain special processing units, such as floating point
accelerators, digital signal processors, and image processing systems. The system will also include interfaces to several
sensory devices, such as force sensors, cameras, tactile sensors, and range finders to gather data about the environment,
and a variety of control devices such as actuators, switches, and amplifiers to control electromechanical equipment.
We have implemented Chimera II around the VMEbus [16], since it is the most popular bus standard. However, much
of the design of Chimera II is independent of the target hardware architecture, and hence can be used with other archi-
tectures.

Figure 2 shows a typical hardware configuration. General purpose processing is provided by commercially-available
single board computers, which we call real-time processing units (RTPUs). We have chosen to support the Motorola
MC680x0 family of general purpose processors because of their popularity and their one-to-one mapping of hardware
signals with the VMEbus signals [15]. The design of Chimera II allows other processor-based RTPUs, such as the Intel
80x86 and SPARC families, to also be used; however, we currently have not ported any software to those platforms.
Any VMEbus-based I/O device or special purpose processor can be incorporated into Chimera II, by using the two-
level device driver support offered by our OS.

C.   Real-Time Kernel

The real-time kernel must include all the basic features found in any RTOS. These include task management, memory
management, local shared memory, local semaphores, timer access, and hardware independence.Task management
includes actions such as creating, destroying, blocking, waking up, setting priorities, and scheduling of concurrent
tasks.Memory management is the allocation and deallocation of physical memory. We do not consider virtual memory,
because we are not aware of any method to do paging in real-time.Local shared memory allows tasks on the same
RTPU to share memory.Local semaphores provide basic synchronization for tasks on the same RTPU.Timer access
allows the execution of tasks to be controlled by time.Hardware independenceis a virtual machine layer, which allows
user software to use the hardware without having to program hardware specific code. The level of hardware indepen-
dence provided by an OS varies. We have developed an expanded real-time kernel suitable for reconfigurable systems.
In addition to the basic kernel functions, our kernel also provides dynamic scheduling, two levels of device drivers,
built-in control of timers, and global error handling. Details of the Chimera II kernel are given in Section III.A.

D.   Interprocessor Communication and Synchronization

Most RTOS give very few mechanisms for interprocessor communication (IPC) and synchronization. The mechanisms
available generally include support for an atomic read-modify-write instruction for limiting access to critical sections,
and some form of message passing for higher-level communication. The VMEbus by default offers shared memory;
however, most RTOS do not make any provisions for allocating that memory, or for automatically performing the ad-
dress calculations required to access different parts of memory on the VMEbus. As a result, programs which use any
of these mechanisms become bound to a single processor. The same code cannot execute on a different processor, with-
out modification of VMEbus addresses, or in the case of message passing, modifying the names of the source and des-
tination of the messages. In a reconfigurable system, modules must be designed such that they are independent of the
target RTPU; hence these methods are not satisfactory. Second, these mechanisms do not provide all the tools desirable
for quickly developing multiprocessor applications. In Section III.B. we describe the enhanced IPC and synchroniza-
tion mechanisms developed in Chimera II, including global shared memory, spin-locks, remote semaphores, priori-
tized message passing, global state variables, and multiprocessor task control.

E.   Predictability

The primary concern in a real-time system is not that it is fast, but rather that it ispredictable. A fast system with un-
predictable behavior can cause serious damage. In theory, the rate monotonic algorithm [10] is used to ensure predict-
able execution. However, this static scheduling algorithm is not suitable for dynamically reconfigurable systems and
does not provide the CPU utilization achievable with dynamic scheduling algorithms [11]. We have developed the
maximum-urgency-first algorithm to provide a predictable dynamic scheduling algorithm [26]. This algorithm has been
implemented as the default scheduler for Chimera II. Support for the rate monotonic algorithm, as is provided in most
RTOS, is also available with the default scheduler.
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Most real-time scheduling theory concentrates on ensuring that tasks always meet their deadlines. However, nothing
is said about what happens to tasks that fail to meet deadlines. In addition, even though a task can meet all deadlines
in theory, abnormalities in the implementation may cause the task to miss its deadline in practice. In Chimera II we
have addressed this issue by designing a deadline failure handling mechanism, which allows an exception handler to
be automatically called when a task fails to meet its deadline. Possible error handling includes aborting the task and
preparing it to restart the next period; sending a message to some other part of the system to handler the error; perform-
ing emergency handling, such as a graceful shutdown of the system or sounding an alarm; maintaining statistics on
failure frequency to aid in tuning the system; or in the case of iterative algorithms, returning the current approximate
value regardless of precision. Details of the Chimera II scheduler and deadline failure handling are included in
Section III.A.

Deadline failures account for only one of the many types of errors which may occur in a system. Deadline failures are
unique in that the errors are a function of time. Other errors that may occur in a system include hardware failures, soft-
ware bugs, invalid data, invalid states, and processor exceptions. These errors may occur at any time, and are often
detected within the user’s code through the use of consistencyif-then statements. The most typical method of dealing
with these errors is to have the routine detecting the error to either handle it itself, or to return an error value, such as
–1. Unfortunately, in a hierarchical software architecture, this method has two major problems. First, the exception
handling code is embedded within the application code, making the code inflexible and difficult to maintain. Second,
if an error occurs at the lowest level of the architecture, and it is only to be handled by a higher level module, then the
error must be continually passed up through the intermediate software levels. This method is both cumbersome to code,
and is also very inefficient, in that the time to enter the exception handling code requires the additional overhead of
propagating the error through multiple hierarchical levels. In Chimera II we have developed a global error handling
mechanism, which allows exception handling code and main program code to be coded independently. Details are giv-
en in Section III.A.

F.   Modular and Reusable Software

In order to save on development time and make software more maintainable, it is generally accepted that applications
should be designed in a modular fashion, and the software modules should be reusable. Chimera II extends this ideol-
ogy to practice, by providing the tools which make it possible to quickly develop modular and reusable software. First,
all communication mechanisms are processor transparent, and hence modules can be developed without knowledge of
the final target hardware architecture. Second, the two-level device drivers supported by Chimera II provide a standard
interface not only to I/O devices, as offered by other RTOS, but also to sensors and actuators. Third, the servo task
control mechanism forces the programmer to develop code as reconfigurable, hence resulting in reusable modules.
Each module can then execute on any RTPU at any frequency, and all modules can be controlled by a single task. The
modules form a library of modules, any of which can be used in later systems without the need for recompiling any
parts of the code. The intercommunication between the modules is handled automatically using a high-performance
global state variable table mechanism. The servo task control mechanism and global state variable table are described
in Section III.B. Details on developing a library of reusable modules can be found in [27].

G.   Libraries

The usefulness of an operating system does not only lie in the features given, but also on the supporting libraries, which
save on application development time. Like most other RTOS, Chimera II provides the standard UNIX C and math
libraries. It also provides a concurrent standard I/O library (stdio), which is suitable for using the stdio facilities in a
multiprocessor environment. In addition, several other libraries are provided, which are generally not found in other
OS. These include a matrix math library, a command line interpreter library, and a configuration file support library.
These libraries provide utilities which are often required by advanced sensor-based control applications. More details
on these libraries are in Section III.C.

III.  SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The Chimera II software is divided into two distinct parts: 1) Code that runs on the RTPUs, and 2) Code that runs on
the host workstation.
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Figure 3 shows the data flow diagram for code that runs on the RTPUs. On each RTPU, user tasks execute concurrently,
communicating with each other through local shared memory and local semaphores. They also have direct access to
local I/O devices, and can communicate with other processors using any of the IPC mechanisms available. Each RTPU
has a server task which constantly monitors theexpress mail. The express mail is used to initialize IPC services and to
provide access to the extended file system. The server translates symbolic names into pointers, and performs any nec-
essary calculations to translate addresses within various address spaces on the VMEbus. A copy of the Chimera II ker-
nel executes on each RTPU. The kernel provides a real-time multitasking environment for executing the tasks
concurrently.

Thehost workstation is also an integral part of the Chimera II environment. Figure 4 shows the data-flow diagram for
code that executes on the host. Three categories of processes execute on the host: the server process, console processes,
and user processes. All processes communicate via local shared memory and semaphore facilities available in the
host’s global OS.The host’s server provides similar functionality as the server on the RTPUs. In addition, it can access
the host file system directly, and it includes special primitives to support the console processes. Theconsole process
provides the user interface which serves to download and execute programs on the RTPUs. The console process also
provides thestdin, stdout, and stderr files for tasks executing on the RTPUs. A single console process can control all
RTPUs within the system. However, if multiple RTPUs are usingstdin, only one of them can have it active at once.
Other tasks reading fromstdin block, and send aWaiting for TTY Input message to the user’s terminal, similar to the
way UNIX handles background processes. If multiple RTPUs requirestdin simultaneously, then multiple instances of
the console process can be created, each in a separate window on the host workstation.

User processes are just like any other UNIX process running on the host workstation, except that an additional
Chimera II library is linked in, allowing the process to use the Chimera II IPC package. By using this library, the host
workstation appears as an RTPU to the other RTPUs, thus making communication between the host workstation and
RTPUs transparent. The host processes can thus read from and write into the memory of any RTPU, send or receive
messages, or synchronize using remote semaphores. This powerful feature allows users to create their own custom user
interfaces, which possibly include graphics or windowing facilities offered by the host workstation.

A.   Real-Time Kernel

One of the important goals of the kernel is to provide the required functionality at the highest performance possible.
In our system, this is achieved by sacrificing traditional operating system features, such as virtual memory and inter-
task security. Our basis for measuring performance is the amount of CPU time during normal execution which must
be dedicated to the operating system functions, such as scheduling, task switching, and communication overhead. The
major design decisions that we made in developing the Chimera II kernel are described below.

1) Tasks: A task in Chimera II is also known as a thread or lightweight process in other operating systems. A user pro-
gram which is downloaded into an RTPU consists of a single executable file. The kernel is supplied as a C library and
is linked into the executable image. When a program is downloaded to an RTPU and executed, some kernel initializa-
tion is performed, following which the user’smain() routine isspawned as a task. Any other task can then be started
from main().

2) Inter-task Security:Typically, all of the tasks running on a given RTPU (or set of RTPUs) are designed to cooperate.
We have sacrificed inter-task protection, allowing one task to access the address space of any other task. This elimi-
nates a large amount of overhead incurred in performing system calls or their equivalents. In general, inter-task security
is desirable for two reasons: 1) to prevent multiple users or independent processes from infringing on other processes
in the system; and 2) to contain software errors within a faulting module for better control of error handling. Although
Chimera II is multitasking and multiprocessor, it is designed to be single user. Two totally separate control systems
should each have their own installation of Chimera II. This is necessary if predictable execution of each system must
be maintained. Therefore the first reason for wanting inter-task security is not applicable to Chimera II. As for contain-
ing errors within a software module, inter-task security prevents corrupting memory of other modules, and causes the
faulting module to abort. These types of errors typically occur due to software bugs. The global error handling mech-
anism has some facilities for automatically detecting bugs, such as memory corruption errors or bad arguments to sys-
tem calls, and hence provides an alternate method for handling software errors.

3) Task Management: Chimera II provides the kernel task management features typical to all RTOS, including creat-
ing, suspending, restarting, preempting and scheduling. In addition, Chimera II provides a different approach to han-
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dling task timing. Whereas other RTOS require the user to program timers, the Chimera II kernel performs all timer
programming automatically. Apause(restart_time) routine is provided, which tells the kernel to pause the task until
the specified restart time. The kernel schedules the tasks using virtual timers, all based on a single hardware timer. Us-
ing this method the number of tasks in an application requiring the use of timers is not limited by the number of timers
available on the RTPU. Therefore the user does not have to manually perform any timer hardware multiplexing, as is
necessary with most other RTOS when there are insufficient hardware timers.

4) Local Inter-task Communication:There is no parent/child relationship among tasks. Any task can communicate or
synchronize with any other task either through local shared memory, local semaphores, or user signals. Within a single
executable file, all global variables are automatically shared. Local semaphores provide high speed synchronization
between tasks, and can be used either to provide mutual exclusion during critical sections (binary semaphores), or to
provide synchronization among tasks (general or counting semaphores). User signals provide an alternate method of
synchronization, allowing the receiving task to be interrupted when the signal arrives, instead of explicitly checking if
the signal has arrived as done with the local semaphores. Any of the IPC mechanisms described in Section III.B. can
also be used locally.

5) Memory Management:The total address space used by all tasks on one system is limited by the physical memory
available on the RTPU. Chimera II does not provide any virtual memory, as the memory management and swapping
overhead not only decreases the performance of a system drastically, but it also causes the system to become unpre-
dictable, thus violating one of the important rules of real-time systems. Chimera II provides its own version of themal-
loc() family of routines to allocate physical memory.

6) Interrupt Handling: The Chimera II kernel provides the interfacing routines to easily define and install C-language
interrupt handlers for VMEbusIRQ interrupts, localLRQ interrupts, and a user-definable number of mailbox inter-
rupts, even if the hardware only supports one or two mailbox interrupts. Utilities are also given to enable and disable
interrupts, and to indefinitely lock a task into the CPU for atomic or critical emergency handling code.

7)Real-Time Task Scheduler:Chimera II supports both static and dynamic preemptive scheduling of real-time tasks.
The default scheduler supports therate monotonic (RM) static priority scheduling algorithm [10][11], theearliest-
deadline-first (EDF) andminimum-laxity-first (MLF) dynamic scheduling algorithms [11][33], and themaximum-ur-
gency-first (MUF) mixed (static and dynamic) scheduling algorithm [26]. In addition, the scheduler is designed as a
replaceable module, allowing user-defined schedulers to easily override the default scheduler, just by linking the new
scheduler with the application.

The wide range of support for scheduling algorithms with the default scheduler allows Chimera II to be used in many
applications, without being restricted by the default scheduler, as is the case with the commercial RTOS, which restricts
the programmer to using a static priority scheduling algorithm. For example, RM is usually the algorithm of choice
when developing a single-configuration system. EDF and MLF are used in dynamically changing systems when tran-
sient overloads of the system are not possible, or in static systems when maximum CPU utilization is required. MUF
is an algorithm we have designed especially for dynamically reconfigurable systems, where critical tasks can be guar-
anteed to execute, even during transient overloads of the system [26].

8) Deadline Failure Handling:One novel and powerful feature in Chimera II is its deadline failure handling mecha-
nism. Whenever a task fails to meet its deadline, an optional failure handler is called on behalf of the failing task. The
failure handler can be programmed to execute either at the same or different priority than the failing task. Such func-
tionality is essential in predictable systems. Any of the actions specified in Section II.E. and other user-defined actions
can be implemented using the deadline failure handling available with our MUF scheduler.

Estimating the execution time of tasks is often difficult. For example, most commercially-available hardware is geared
towards increasing average performance via the use of caches and pipelines. Such hardware is often used to implement
real-time systems. As a result, the execution time cannot necessarily be predicted accurately. Under-estimating worst-
case execution times can create serious problems, as a task in the critical set may fail. The use of deadline failure han-
dlers is thus recommended for all tasks in a system. The Chimera II default scheduler provides this ability.

9) Error and Exception Handling: Three types of errors may occur in an advanced sensor-based control system:
hardware errors, state errors, and software errors [2][4]. Ahardware error is either directly generated by the hardware,
such as a processor exception (e.g.bus error), or be detected by software, as is usually the case with I/O devices. Some-
times these errors are only transient, or can be corrected by software; other times human intervention is required to
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reset the hardware.State errors are software generated, generally after some form ofif-then comparison. These errors
are more abstract than hardware errors, and indicate that an invalid software state has been detected. For example, a
state error occurs if a robotpick-up command fails,  because the object was not there or the grasp operation failed. The
hardware itself does not generate an error; but the stateholding object after the pick-up operation is not correct.Soft-
ware errors are due to software design oversights, limitations, or bugs. In general they should be fixed promptly. How-
ever, if they occur while the system is executing, appropriate error handling is required to ensure predictable execution.

In a predictable system, every error must be handled in a known fashion. In the best case, an error handler is called that
corrects the error. An intermediate solution is to operate the system with degraded performance; this is often necessary
with fully autonomous system. In the worst case, the system must be shutdown. To prevent damage to the system and
the environment, system shutdown must be graceful, such that moving actuators slowly come to a halt, and all power
is turned off after the actuator comes to a halt.

One of the most powerful features in Chimera II is theglobal error handling mechanism. It allows user programs to
be developed without ever having to explicitly check the return value of errors. Instead, whenever an error is detected,
the error handling mechanism is invoked, by generating anerror signal. By default, a detailed error message is printed,
and the task at fault is aborted. The mechanism allows error messages to be very specific, thus aiding in tracking down
errors in the system. When the debug mode is enabled, the source code filename and line number are also printed. The
programmer may override the default handler, on a per-error-code, per-module, or per-scope basis. After handling the
error, the default action of aborting the task can also be overridden, either by continuing at the line after the error, or
by returning to a previously marked place in the program. Every task has its own set of error handlers.

The design of the global error handling allows the definition of programs and error handlers to be kept separate. In
traditional UNIX C code, error handling is built-in to the code by usingif statements to check return values of routines,
as shown in the following code segment:

if ((fd = open(“filename”,O_RDONLY)) == -1) {
fprintf(stderr,”Error opening file %s\n”,filename);
exit();

}

When the global error handling mechanism is enabled, theopen() routine would generate an error signal instead of
returning –1. The default error handling of printing a detailed error message and aborting the task would then occur,
unless a user-defined handler was previously installed to handle errors occurring in theopen() routine. As a result, the
main program becomes much simpler, in that error checking after each system call is not needed. The above code seg-
ment then reduces to the following:

fd = open(“filename”,O_RDONLY);

It has also been our experience that most software bugs go unnoticed because return values are not checked. Routines
such asread() andprintf() return error codes when an error is detected. However, because they are almost always suc-
cessful, programmers tend to not check the return values, in the interest of increased performance, decreased program
complexity, and faster development time. The global error handling will automatically detect and handle any errors in
these routines, thus eliminating the need for the programmer to check the return values. As a result the code becomes
much more robust, and hence behavior is more predictable, as even unexpected or rarely occurring errors are handled.

State errors are usually detected by software. The following code segment is a typical example of detecting a state er-
ror:

if (count > 10 && !found) {
errnum = ENOTFOUND;
return(-1); /* error, object not found */

}

If using the global error handling mechanism, the following code segment would instead be written as follows:

if (count > 10 && !found)
errInvoke(moduleptr,ENOTFOUND);
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The routineerrInvoke() generates an error signal, which is handled either by the default error handler or by a user-
defined error handler. Themoduleptr argument is obtained during initialization of the particular module containing this
code.

The basic design philosophy of the global error handling mechanism in Chimera II is similar to that found in some
languages, such as Ada, AML/X [17], and Exceptional C [2]. However, by making it part of the OS it has several major
advantages such as programming language independence, automatic detection of system call and kernel errors, and the
ability to automatically detect such things as bad arguments to system calls or memory corruption, which are generally
a result of software errors.

The global error handling mechanism coexists with standard UNIX error handling. If it is not enabled, then any rou-
tines that generate errors, such as system calls, return an appropriate error value (e.g. –1 orNULL) and set the global
variableerrno, as is consistent with UNIX. Processor exceptions, such asbus error anddivide-by-zero, also generate
error signals. However, when the global error handling is disabled, C-language processor exception handlers can be
installed to override the default action of aborting the task.

10) I/O Devices, Sensors, and Actuators:The Chimera II kernel adopts a two-level approach to developing and
using device drivers to isolate the user from the details of special hardware. The first level drivers provide a hardware
independent interface to I/O devices, such as serial ports, parallel ports, analog-to-digital converters, digital-to-analog
converters, and frame grabbers. It supports theopen, close, read, write, ioctl, andmmap drivers, as is customary in
most UNIX-based OS. These drivers are usually much simpler to write than their UNIX counterparts because inter-
task security is not a concern. The second level device drivers are not required, but are highly recommended. They
provide a standard hardware independent interface to the sensors and actuators which are connected to the system via
the I/O ports. This modular interface allows applications to be developed without prior knowledge of the details of the
sensors and actuators, and allows the sensors and actuators to be developed independently, without knowledge of the
target application.

B.   Multiprocessor Support

1) Express Mail: The express mail mechanism is a high-speed communication protocol we have developed especially
for backplane communication. It is the lowest level of communication used by the system level software. It has three
basic functions: 1) provide a layer of processor transparency, so that all other IPC mechanisms remain processor inde-
pendent; 2) handle the I/O between the host workstation and RTPUs; and 3) send system signals and mailbox interrupts
between RTPUs. In order to keep IPC overhead to a minimum, most other IPC mechanisms only use the express mail
during initialization. After a communication link is made, all subsequent communication bypasses this layer, so that
unnecessary overhead is removed. User’s cannot directly send and receive express mail messages; rather, the other IPC
mechanisms must be used.

2) Global Shared Memory: The VMEbus has several different address spaces, and each processor will address the
spaces differently. By using the automatic address resolution features of the express mail, memory can be allocated
from any RTPU on any other RTPU or memory card, and it can be shared by tasks on all RTPUs. All the address res-
olution and address offsets are performed during initialization of the shared memory segment, so that transfers between
local and shared memory have no operating system overhead.

3) Spin-Locks: Spin-locks make use of atomictest-and-set (TAS) instructions in order to provide mutual exclusion for
shared data [14]. In general they require the least amount of overhead of any synchronized IPC mechanism. However,
they use polling to obtain the lock, which may waste significant CPU time. The polling time and a bounded time for
retrying before issuing a time-out error can be set by the user.

4) Remote Semaphores: Most real-time operating systems only provide local semaphores; Chimera II also provides
remote semaphores which allow tasks on multiple processors to use semaphores. Like the spin-locks, the remote sema-
phores use TAS instructions to obtain a lock; however, unlike the spin-locks, a task will block instead of polling for
the lock. When the lock is released, the blocked task will automatically be woken up. Both binary and counting remote
semaphores are supported. The remote semaphores can be used either for mutual exclusion when accessing a shared
memory segment or for synchronizing tasks on different RTPUs.

5) Priority Message Passing: The Chimera II priority message passing allows typed messages to be sent between tasks
on the same or different RTPUs. The message passing uses the express mail to initialize a message queue. Variable-
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length messages are then sent by placing them into the queue. The length of the queue is user-definable. Messages are
received by retrieving them from the queue, either on afirst-in-first-out, last-in-first-out, orhighest-priority-first basis.
The sending and receiving of messages bypasses the express mail, thus eliminating unnecessary run-time overhead.

6) Global State Variable Table Mechanism: A state variable table mechanism has been developed to allow control tasks
on multiple RTPUs to share state information, and to update the state information quickly and correctly. This mecha-
nism automatically creates one global table, and a local copy of the table for each task which requires access to the
state variables. Tasks always make use of the local copy, with periodic updates (typically at the beginning and end of
each periodic cycle) from the global table. This mechanism allows the exact calculation of the required VMEbus band-
width and transfer time required when integrating multiple real-time control tasks [27].

7) Multiprocessor Servo Task Control: In conjunction with the global state variable table mechanism, this mechanism
is designed to support the automatic integration and control of reconfigurable servo task control modules. One task in
the system may take control over some or all of the RTPUs in the system. The task can then spawn new tasks on any
RTPU, and control the execution of the other tasks through simple “on”, “off”, “control”, and “status” mechanisms.
The integration of multiprocessor applications becomes fairly simple. Reconfiguring an application to use different
controllers can be performed dynamically. This mechanism also makes the updates of the local copies of state variable
tables (described above) automatic, thus removing that responsibility from the programmer.

8) Extended File System: The real-time system makes use of the file systems on the host workstation, instead of requir-
ing a separate disk file system in the real-time environment. This allows the real-time tasks to read and write the same
files as any process on the host workstation. A standard UNIX system call interface, using theopen(), close(), read(),
write(), ioctl(), andlseek()routines, are used to access the extended file system. The concurrent standard I/O library
can also be used for buffered I/O. All remote operations are completely transparent to the user.

9) Host Procedure Calls: Tasks running in the real-time environment can trigger execution of routines on the host
workstation by using host procedure calls. In such cases, execution of the routines is performed on the host, but itap-
pears to the user that it is executing in the real-time environment. Therefore, an interactive program running on an
RTPU can call an editor (such asvi or emacs), and allows the user to edit information. Once the user exits, execution
of the task on the RTPU then continues. The host procedure calls provided include changing current directory, getting
an environment variable, and executing any stand-alone program, such asls, vi,andgrep.

10) Host Workstation Integration: The host workstation is fully integrated into the real-time environment; it appears
to all the RTPUs as just another RTPU. As a result, processes on the host workstation can make use of the global shared
memory, remote semaphores, or prioritized message passing to communicate rapidly with tasks in the real-time envi-
ronment. For example, a host process may be graphically displaying data on the workstation. The data is being collect-
ed in real-time, and being stored in a shared memory segment on one of the RTPUs. The host process can then
periodically read that location, and update the graphics display. To bypass the lack of timing on the host workstation,
the task in the real-time environment can use the binary remote semaphores to periodically signal the host process,
using the more accurate real-time timers, instead of the less accurate UNIX timers.

11) Special Purpose Processors: Special purpose processors are generally added to real-time systems in order to in-
crease performance for specialized computations. Examples of special purpose processors are floating point accelera-
tors, image processors, digital signal processors, LISP machines, and transputers. In order to simplify the integration
and use of the processors, we have designed a hardware independent interface which allows a task to download, copy
data, and call subroutines on the processors. The processors are treated as slaves in the system which do not execute a
kernel. However, non-preemptive scheduling, such asfirst-come-first-serve or shortest-job-firstcan be used to sched-
ule multiple subroutine calls to these processors.

C.   Libraries

Chimera II provides several libraries which ease the programming of large applications:

1) UNIX C and math libraries: These libraries provide compatibility with UNIX-based OS and other RTOS. The C
library includes routines for manipulating strings, block copy, fill, and move operations, random number generating,
sorting and searching routines, time-of-day utilities, and memory allocation routines. The math library includes the
transcendental and logarithmic functions, as well as other useful floating point functions.
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2) Concurrent standard input/output library (stdio):This library provides a multiprocessor version of the UNIXstdio
library, which allows multiple tasks on multiple processors to share files, including thestandard input, standard output,
andstandard errorof the remote console.

3) Matrix math library: This library provided optimized floating point routines for manipulating vectors and matrices.
Functions available include matrix addition and multiplication, dot and cross products, determinants, Gaussian elimi-
nation, and matrix copy and sub-copy.

4) Command interpreter library: This library provides a set of routines for quickly building custom command line in-
terfaces. The custom command interpreter automatically has built-in searching for closest match, shell execution, help
files, and script file support.

5) Configuration file library:In a reconfigurable system, configuration files are used to define the current configuration.
This library provides the utilities for quickly reading a standardized, yet general format for configuration files. When
using this library, most error checking is automatically performed by the library routines, removing that need from the
programmer.

Details of any of the features described in this section can be found in the Chimera II program documentation [28].

IV.  IMPLEMENTATION

Chimera II has been used with several different systems, both at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and elsewhere,
including at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology; the Air Force Institute of Technology;
Wright State University; and the University of Alberta. At CMU, it is being used with the CMU Direct Drive Arm II
(DDArm II) [8], the CMU Reconfigurable Modular Manipulator Systems (RMMS) [22], the Self Mobile Space Ma-
nipulator [1], the Troikabot System for Rapid Assembly [9][19], and the Amada Steel Sheet Bending System. Each of
these systems is very different in nature, but can be controlled using the same base operating system, which is proof
of the flexibility of Chimera II.

As an example, a block diagram of the system components of the CMU DDArm II is shown in Figure 5. The system
has a total of 12 processors in the real-time environment: three general purpose MC680X0 processors, a 20 Mflop peak
Mercury floating point accelerator, six TMS320 digital signal processors, and an Imaging Technology vision system
with two Weitek processors. The Chimera II kernel is running on two of those processors: the Ironics MC68020 and
Ironics MC68030 processors. The other processors are all treated as special purpose processors. Note that the Heurikon
MC68030 is executing the OS-9 real-time kernel. The only reason for not using Chimera II on this processor is that
the commercial libraries for the vision system were only available as OS-9 object code. With such a setup, we show
that Chimera II is capable of working in conjunction with other RTOS, if the need arises.

The system has a total of 4 buses: the host VMEbus, the control subsystem VMEbus, the vision VMEbus, and a mul-
tibus for the robot controllers. Bus adaptors are used to isolate the bus traffic of each subsystem. Chimera II automat-
ically handles the address translations required when crossing adaptors.

Several sensors are connected to the system, including a 6-degree-of-freedom trackball, a tactile sensor, a force/torque
sensor, a radiation sensor, and a camera mounted on the end-effector. By using Chimera II, sensors can easily be added
or removed, and cooperating software quickly written. As a result, application programmers can concentrate on the
higher level details of sensor integration, as opposed to the low-level and hardware details.

A.   Performance

The success of a real-time operating system in developing robotic applications is based both on the ease of use and on
its performance. Writing code to run under the Chimera II environment is as simple as writing a C language program
to run under UNIX. Several critical operating system features were timed to provide a general idea of the performance
of Chimera II. The timings shown in Table 1 were performed on Ironics model IV3230 RTPUs [6], each with a 25 MHz
M68030 CPU and a 25MHz M68882 floating point coprocessor (FPU). All times were measured using a 25 MHz
VMETRO VBT-321 Advanced VMEbus Tracer [31].

A task can be created in 220µsec, and destroyed in 99µsec. In general, these operations are done during initialization
and termination, and not during time critical code. As a result, performance of these routines is sometimes sacrificed,
in favor of performing any computations beforehand, so that the performance of run-time operations, such as context
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switching, can be improved. It takes 20µsec to update the static priority of a task, which includes rearranging any
queues sorted on priority. The time to update the dynamic priority of a task is included in the reschedule time, described
next.

One of the important performance criterion of a multitasking kernel is the reschedule and context switch time. Upon
the expiration of a time quantum, a timer interrupt is generated, forcing atime-driven reschedule. If the currently run-
ning task has the minimum laxity or is highest priority, it remains running, and the timer interrupt results in no task
swapping. The scheduling time in this case is 28µsec, resulting in a peak CPU utilization of 97 percent with a one
millisecond time quantum. At the other extreme, a full context switch is needed, which executes in 66µsec, for a total
of 94µsec, thus providing minimum CPU utilization of 91 percent for CPU-bound jobs. The scheduling time includes
all checks for missed deadlines, updating dynamic priorities, and selecting a new task if the highest priority task chang-
es. A full context switch involves suspending the current task by saving its entire context, including the FPU registers,
and resuming the new task by restoring its entire context. Note that saving and restoring the FPU registers accounts
for over half the context switch time alone. Although it is possible to improve the context switch time for tasks which
do not use the FPU, it was decided that most control tasks use at least some floating point operations. Instead of adding
overhead to keep track of when floating point operations were used, the full FPU context is always saved and restored
at each context switch. A reschedule and context switch arising as a result of the running task blocking due to resource
contention does not have to recalculate any dynamic priorities; it takes 82µsec. Worst case CPU utilization can be in-
creased to over 99 percent by increasing the time quantum to 10 milliseconds, which can be done for all but demanding
servo level tasks which must run at frequencies typically above 100Hz. A task can also be locked into the CPU, thus
disabling the preemption. In this case only 6µsec are used each timer interrupt to update the system clock.

The localP() (wait) andV() (signal) semaphores each execute in 7µsec when there is no blocking or waking-up oc-
curring. A blocking task adds the time of the resource contention context switch before the next task begins executing.
TheV() operation takes an additional 27µsec to wake up a blocked task.

Inevitably, remote semaphores take longer than local semaphores. A non-blockingsemP() remote semaphore operation
takes 27µsec. If thesemP() operation results in blocking the running task, then the time of the resource contention
context switch is also needed before the next task can execute. ThesemV() remote semaphore wakeup operation takes
26 µsec, if no tasks are to be woken up. Waking up a blocked task which is on the same RTPU takes an additional
38 µsec, while waking up an off-board task takes another 36µsec to send a mailbox interrupt to the proper RTPU for
a total of 100µsec. There is a hardware bug in the implementation of the TAS instruction on the Sun workstation, pre-
venting it from being atomic over the VMEbus. A TAS workaround is built-in to all Chimera II IPC mechanisms. Thus
the remote semaphore operations include an 11µsec overhead, which can be saved if a host workstation without the
bug is used, and hence the TAS workaround not needed.

For the multiprocessor priority message passing, it takes 62µsec for a task to place a 24-byte message into a queue
which is physically stored in local memory, or 79µsec to store the message into a queue in remote memory. These
times include the C subroutine call overhead. It takes 64µsec for a task to retrieve that message from a queue in local
memory, or 81µsec for a queue in remote memory. Thus an interprocessor message can be sent and received in
160µsec. These times all include the 11µsec overhead for the TAS workaround.

There is no software overhead involved in accessing global shared memory. The speed of shared memory transfers
across the VMEbus is limited only by the hardware. As a result, global shared memory is the fastest means of commu-
nication among tasks within a multiprocessor system.

Note that the times above are subject to small variations as Chimera II continues to be developed. Nevertheless, the
timing measurements provide a fairly good representation of the performance of Chimera II. The high performance of
Chimera II allows it to maintain over 90 percent CPU utilization for control tasks running up to 1000 Hz, thus allowing
it to be used with the most computational and time demanding servo tasks.

B.   Comparison of Chimera II with other Real-Time Operating Systems

In this section, we briefly describe how the features and performance of Chimera II compare with other RTOS. We are
only interested in local RTOS for control applications, which are capable of supporting tasks up to 1000 Hz. Thus, glo-
bal RTOS such as ARTS [29], Real-Time MACH [30], and Alpha [7] will not be considered. Although they provide
various powerful real-time features, their designs do not allow them to be used effectively with tasks executing up to
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1000 Hz because of significant amounts of system overhead. These operating systems, however, are excellent candi-
dates for providing real-time facilities on the host workstation, allowing the host workstation and the RTPUs executing
Chimera II to communicate with each other in real-time.

It has been very difficult to obtain performance times of the same features with each RTOS because we did not have
their required hardware and software available. In addition, the timings published for one RTOS are not necessarily
comparable to those in a different RTOS, because of differences in functionality for similar features. What is needed
is a standard, independent benchmarking of each RTOS for proper comparison. Such an effort has begun [12] but has
not yet been completed. However, based on the performance benchmarks available in the literature referenced earlier,
the following observations can be made.

• The context switch time for Chimera II is 66µsecs on a 25 MHz M68030 CPU, of which at least
half of the time is for saving and restoring all the M68882 FPU context and registers. VxWorks
claims a 35µsec context switch time, but that does not include the time to save FPU registers. OS-
9 advertises 55µsecs, which possibly includes the FPU context save. As for research operating sys-
tems, SAGE takes 170µsec, and no timings are available for Harmony and Condor.

• Interprocessor priority messages in Chimera II take 79µsecs to send a 24-byte message, and another
81 µsec to retrieve that messages, even if the message is being sent to the host workstation. SAGE
takes as much as 920µsecs for a 4-byte RTPU-to-RTPU message. It takes as much as 15 millisec-
onds when the host is involved, using the UDP protocol. Condor takes at least 200µ, for RTPU-to-
RTPU, and as much as 34 milliseconds when the host workstation is involved in the transfer. No
times are available for interprocessor messages using any of the commercial RTOS, although those
systems that do support multiprocessing use TCP/IP for messages, which puts the timing of these
messages on the order of milliseconds.

• VxWorks estimates 10µsec for a non-blocking local semaphore operation on a 25 MHz M68020
processor. VRTX takes 24µsec on a 25MHz MC68030. Chimera II performs the same operation in
7 µsec on a 25 MHz M68030 processor. Some of the other RTOS do not even support local sema-
phores, and only Chimera II supports remote semaphores.

The above observations show that Chimera II performs as well, if not better, than other RTOS. However, the strength
of Chimera II lies in the multitude of features it has which are highly desirable for developing advanced sensor-based
control applications, but are not available with the other RTOS. Following is an annotated list of the features we have
designed especially for advanced sensor-based control applications, and implemented in Chimera II:

• Combined static and dynamic scheduling: the default Chimera II scheduler is capable of supporting
the rate monotonic, earliest-deadline-first, minimum-laxity-first, maximum-urgency-first, and user-
defined real-time scheduling algorithms.

• Two-level device driver support: a first level of device drivers provides the standard UNIX-like in-
terface to I/O devices. The second level provides a standardized, hardware independent layer to sen-
sors and actuators.

• Special purpose processor interface: a standardized interface to special purpose processors makes it
easy to integrate and use such processors for enhancing real-time performance.

• Global error handling mechanism: programmers no longer have to worry about checking the return
values of any routine that may generate an error. All errors in the system, including those which can
detect software bugs, produce an error signal, which by default prints an error message and aborts a
task, but can be overridden with any user-defined error handler.

• Express mail:a new communication protocol based on the shared memory available on open-archi-
tecture standard buses allows high-speed system communication between RTPUs.

• Global shared memory: the automatic address resolution and transparent no-software-overhead ac-
cess of shared memory allows RTPU-independent modules to use global shared memory efficiently.

• Remote semaphores: both binary and counting semaphores can be used by tasks on different RTPUs,
instead of being restricted to a single RTPU as in other RTOS.
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• Global state variable table mechanism: this mechanism has been developed to allow control tasks
on multiple RTPUs to share state information, and to update the state information quickly and cor-
rectly. The mechanism allows the maximum bus bandwidth and execution time of the system to be
computedapriori.

• Multiprocessor servo task control mechanism: this mechanism is designed to support the automatic
integration and control of dynamically reconfigurable servo task control modules in a multiprocessor
environment.

• Host workstation integration: by linking a Chimera II library with processes on the host workstation,
those processes can communicate with tasks running on the RTPUs, using the global shared memory,
remote semaphores, and priority message passing. The host workstation appears to the RTPUs as just
another RTPU.

• Host procedure calls: facilities that are not available in the real-time environment, but are available
on the host workstation, can be accessed transparently by tasks running on RTPUs by using the host
procedure calls.

In addition to the above features, Chimera II also contains several other features useful for advanced sensor-based con-
trol systems, which are similar to features found in other RTOS:

• Priority message passing: many RTOS offer this feature, but the Chimera II implementation, based
on the express mail, allows variable-length user messages to be transferred across processors in
160µsec.

• Extended file system: all RTOS provide some form of file system. In Chimera II, the extended file
system uses the express mail to provide high-speed access to the file system of the host workstation.

• C language interface to interrupt handlers: the programming of interrupt handlers is difficult in most
RTOS, because assembly language must be used. Chimera II provides an interface allowing C-lan-
guage handlers to be installed without the need for any interfacing assembly code.

• User signals: a task on an RTPU may interrupt another task on the same RTPU by sending a user
signal. The handling of signals is completely user-definable.

• Spin-locks:the Chimera II implementation of spin-locks allows the polling time and a bounded retry
time to be specified by the user.

Chimera II also provides a matrix library, command interpreter library, a configuration file reading library, and a con-
current version of the standard I/O library, in addition to the standard UNIX C library. These libraries reduce the de-
velopment time required for applications by providing already-debugged utility routines for often used functions.

V.  SUMMARY

When implementing a real-time advanced sensor-based control systems, too much time is typically spent with low-
level details to get the hardware to work, as opposed to higher level applications which allow the system to do some-
thing useful. Chimera II is a real-time operating system that adds a layer of transparency between the user and the hard-
ware by providing a high-performance real-time kernel and a variety of IPC features. The hardware platform required
to run Chimera II consists of commercially available hardware, and allows custom hardware to easily be integrated;
and the design allows it to be used with almost any type of VME-based processors and devices. It allows radically
differing hardware to be programmed using a common system, thus providing a first and necessary step towards the
standardization of reconfigurable systems which results in a reduction of development time and an increase in produc-
tivity. Chimera II is already being used with several different systems, both at CMU and elsewhere.
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Table 1: Chimera II Performance of Selected Features

Task-Management
Create a task with default arguments 220µsec
Destroy a task 99 µsec
Modify static priority of a task 20µsec
Timer-driven reschedule, no task swapping 28µsec
Context switch time, including CPU and FPU save and restore 66µsec
Timer-drive reschedule, with context switch 94µsec
Resource contention reschedule, with context switch 82µsec
Timer interrupt, CPU locked and preemption disabled, no rescheduling 6µsec

Local Semaphores
P() operation, no blocking 7µsec
P() operation, blocking 89µsec
V() operation, no waking up 7µsec
V() operation, waking up task 34µsec

Remote Semaphores
semP() operation, no blocking 27µsec†

semP() operation, blocking, with resource contention reschedule 109µsec†

semV() operation, no waking up 26µsec†

semV() operation, waking up task on local RTPU 64µsec†

semV() operation, waking up task on remote RTPU 100µsec†

Multiprocessor Priority Message Passing
Place a 24-byte message into queue, queue in local memory 62µsec†

Place a 24-byte message into queue, queue in remote memory 79µsec†

Retrieve a 24-byte message from queue, queue in local memory 64µsec†

Retrieve a 24-byte message from queue, queue in remote memory 81µsec†

Global Shared Memory
Overhead for reading from shared memory 0µsec
Overhead for writing into shared memory 0µsec

†Time includes 11µsec overhead for TAS workaround.
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